
Ex. 01A Attorney Client Privilege

FW: A/C PRIVILEGED

From: "Chen, Michelle" <michelle.chen@seattle.gov>
To: "Durkan, Jenny" <jamd@seattle.gov>
Cc: "Formas, Stephanie" <stephanie.formas@seattle.gov>
Date: Thu, 30 Jul 2020 11:27:37 -0700_________

From: Chen, Michelle
Sent: Friday, July 24, 2020 4:26 PM
To: 'Durkan, Jenny'
Subject: A/C PRIVILEGED

Ex. 01A Attorney Client Privilege
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From: Myerberg, Andrew <Andrew.Myerberg-OPA@Seattle.Gov>
Sent: Friday, July 24, 2020 3:39 PM
To: Chen, Michelle <Michelle.Chen@seattle.gov>; Kline, Julie <Julie.Kline@seattle.gov>
Subject: RE: Response to Request for Documents and Video

Hi Michelle,

I personally don't think this is the best course of action; however, it's ultimately up to the Mayor's
Office. My biggest concern is, while the Chief is not subject to 180-day deadlines, she could
potentially provide information during the course of her investigation that implicates other officers.
Those officers, unlike the Chief, would be subject to a 180-day deadline and holding the cases in
abeyance for months would prevent discipline being imposed on those officers, if appropriate. It
may also reduce public confidence and trust in the investigations if all of OPA's investigations are
complete, even those that touch on issues that will be discussed as part of the sentinel event review,
but the cases involving the Chief are indefinitely put on hold.

If you do go this route, our preference would be to refer the cases out now and allow the
investigating body to make its decision, independent of OPA, concerning how it wants to proceed.

Thank you and let me know if you'd like to further discuss.

Best,

Andrew

Andrew Myerberg
Director
City of Seattle, Office of Police Accountability
Office: 206-684-8485 | Main: 206-684-8797 | andrew.myerberq-opa@seattle.gov
Twitter

From: Chen, Michelle <Michelle.Chen@seattle.gov>
Sent: Friday, July 24, 2020 2:40 PM
To: Myerberg, Andrew <Andrew.Myerberq-OPA@Seattle.Gov>; Kline, Julie <Julie.Kline@seattle.qov>
Subject: RE: Response to Request for Documents and Video

Thanks Andrew. Based on some of your answers, it seems reasonable that perhaps we should wait
until the OIG completes her sentinel review of the events to narrow in on the specific allegations of
violations of law and/or policy directly attributable to the Chief. Since we are not subject to 180
days or any specific timeline, my recommendation is that we wait to refer these complaints to an
outside investigator once we have the information from the sentinel review, and we can then hone
in on the very specific scope of the potential misconduct alleged to have been committed by the
Chief. I understand the sentinel review is not a disciplinary investigation, but it will cover many of the
same issues and be helpful to the investigator to help narrow in on the specific events and actions
attributable to the Chief, which will shed light on possible misconduct that needs to be separately
investigated.
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From: Myerberg, Andrew <Andrew.Myerberg-OPA@Seattle.Gov>
Sent: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 2:09 PM
To: Chen, Michelle <Michelle.Chen@seattle.gov>; Kline, Julie <Julie.Kline@seattle.gov>
Subject: RE: Response to Request for Documents and Video

Hi Michelle,

• The numbers are 345, 354, and 355. So the numbers are similar but separate for each case.
• We initiated the CS gas case based on a number of community concerns that were raised

and widespread media coverage. We are ultimately going to populate the case (as well as
the other demonstration cases) with all of the individual complainants but haven't done so
yet given workloads. In addition, we generally don't itemize each complainant in the intake.

• The issue in that case is whether a sufficient life safety situation existed to permit the use of
CS gas. If such a situation did not exist, it violated multiple policies, including those
surrounding the use of force and discretion. We don't defer individual officer decision
making that could result in a finding of misconduct to the OIG unless there's a direct conflict
of interest. In addition, the sentinel event review has a different focus and is not disciplinary
in nature.

• We've reviewed numerous allegations that SPD officers, at the potential direction of the
Chief, violated policy when they withdrew from the precinct. The policies at issue are:
supervisor responsibility, professionalism, discretion, and conformance to law. Again, while
this will be discussed at the sentinel event review, it's potential misconduct that will also
need to be investigated.

• The inaccurate statements allegation concerns the general statements made by SPD, but
also Chief Best's specific statements made to the media and in press conferences. It may be
that, during the course of the investigation, it's identified that other individual SPD officers
made knowingly inaccurate statements. If so, we'll evaluate those claims if they are referred
to us.

• I don't read the Manual as giving the Mayor the authority to determine whether
investigations are to be completed. That decision is OPA's. The Mayor has the ability to
decide who conducts the investigation.

Thanks,

Andrew

< Andrew Myerberg
, V Director

Ip City of Seattle, Office of Police Accountability
’ Office: 206-684-8485 | Main: 206-684-8797 | andrew.myerberq-opa@seattle.gov

Twitter

From: Chen, Michelle <Michelle.Chen@seattle.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 1:37 PM
To: Myerberg, Andrew <Andrew.Myerberg-OPA@Seattle.Gov>; Kline, Julie <Julie.Kline@seattle.gov>
Subject: RE: Response to Request for Documents and Video

Hey Andrew,
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Thanks for following up on this. I have a few questions:

• Two of the intakes have the same case # 0345 - so what does this mean? Is it one case with
multiple allegations.

o The first one regarding the decision to use tear gas after the 6/5 ban looks like it was
self-initiated by OPA (in other words OPA is the complainant). Given that the interim
policy that went into effect that banned the CS gas unless authorized by the Chief,
I'm not following what policy was violated since the Chief or her designee had
discretion to authorize its use

o Why did OPA think it was necessary to initiate a complaint on this issue and won't it
be addressed in the OIG Sentinel Review?

• Likewise the decision to abandon the East Precinct, is that a specific allegation against the
Chief or the department as a whole? If it is specific to the Chief, then what is the SPD policy
that is alleged to have been violated? Won't this issue also be part of the OIG's sentinel
review given that it was a key/ critical event in SPD's response to the mass protests? Not
sure what we gain by having a separate investigation on something that I expect OIG to
thoroughly cover.

• The allegation about inaccurate statements made by the Chief via the SPD Twitter handle. I
don't understand how that is a complaint that can be directly attributed to the Chief given
that the intake itself acknowledges that the SPD twitter handle is managed by SPD Comms
staff.

• Finally, is it your interpretation of the OPA manual that the OPA Director in consultation with
the Mayor has discretion on whether an investigation is necessary? By doing an intake on
these complainants has OPA determined that these investigations are necessary?

Thanks,
Michelle

From: Myerberg, Andrew <Andrew.Myerberg-OPA@Seattle.Gov>
Sent: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 10:59 PM
To: Chen, Michelle <Michelle.Chen@seattle.gov>; Kline, Julie <Julie.Kline@seattle.gov>
Subject: Response to Request for Documents and Video

Hi Michelle and Julie,

Per Michelle's request, attached are the preliminary intake investigations for the cases involving
Chief Best.

Also per Michelle's request, I've included a link to the private party video of the pepper spraying of
the young boy: https://www.thestranqer.com/sloq/2020/05/3Q/43799417/kid-at-seattle-protest-was-
alleqedly-maced-by-cop

Note that this video, which is the only non-Body Worn Video that OPA is aware of, captures the
aftermath of the OC spray being used, not the force itself. The Body Worn Video is best sought
through SPD.
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Andrew

Andrew Myerberg
Director
City of Seattle, Office of Police Accountability
Office: 206-684-8485 | Main: 206-684-8797 | andrew.mverberq-opa@seattle.qov
Twitter
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